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Adopting a Movement Mindset Course 
September 9, 2019 – October 28, 2019 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

Adopting a Movement Mindset is an 8-module course that teaches civil society actors—campaigners, 
advocates, technologists, and funders—key ways that they can be more effective in supporting activists 
leading today’s frontline movements to win critical fights.  

After this course you will be able to: 
> Understand how effective movements get built; 
> Know what activists really need and how you can support them; and 
> Have an action plan for how you can adopt a movement mindset in your work and support others to 

do so as well.  

Learn more at: https://www.rhize.org/adopting-a-movement-mindset 

 

COURSE LOGISTICS 

Course Format 

Adopting a Movement Mindset Course  is an eight-week virtual course that runs from September 9, 2019 to 
October 28, 2019. The course includes: 

> A weekly 90-minute webinar covering core movement-building concepts; 
> Individualized coaching support to help apply course concepts to your work so that you walk away 

with an action plan for supporting movements in your community; and 
> Opportunities to learn from and share with civil society peers through group coaching sessions and 

online discussion. 

Tuition Information 

Rhize is committed to creating equitable access 
to each of our courses. Tuition fees are based on 
a sliding scale, corresponding to organizational 
budget size. Our goal is to ensure your 
participation is not cost prohibitive. Discounted 
group rates are available by request. 

Your tuition directly supports Rhize’s global 
ecosystem of movement support, allowing us to 
compensate our coaches equitably, scale 
opportunities for co-learning and sustain core 
infrastructure that powers our global community. 

 
 

 

 

Organizational Budget Course Fee 

For Funders $900 per student 

Budget greater than $1 million $750 per student 

Budget of $500,000 - $1 million $500 per student 

Budget under $500,000 $350 per student 

Unaffiliated Individual $250 per student 

Group rates By request 

https://www.rhize.org/adopting-a-movement-mindset
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COURSE SCHEDULE 

Unit 1 - Introduction to Movements and Theories of Power  
September 9, 2019 
Learning objective: Understand the concept of political power and distinguish between different models 
describing how political power is distributed in a society. This is a foundational concept of movement-  
building as a model of social change.  
 
Unit 2 - Movement Anatomy and Movement Dynamics 
September 16, 2019 
Learning objective: Understand the difference between movements and organizations as well as the 
difference between movements and spontaneous protest. Participants will be able to distinguish between 
different phases of movement development so they can provide the right types of support for the 
appropriate phase.  
 
Unit 3 - Movement Leadership 
September 23, 2019 
Learning objective: Understand what leadership qualities are beneficial for movement formation and 
development and what criteria organizers need to meet in order to become movement leaders so that  
participants can identify leaders and foster movement leadership.  
 
Unit 4 - Movement Formation 
September 30, 2019 
Learning objective: Understand which circumstances lead to movement formation, under which conditions 
movements emerge and how different institutions and practices can foster movement development so that 
participants can think about how to build and utilize partnerships.  
 

Unit 5 - Supporting Movements 
October 7, 2019 
Learning objective: Understand what practices and actions lead to movement development, how to utilize 
existing and build new institutions and coalitions to best support movements.  
 
Unit 6 - Incorporating a Movement Mindset 
October 14, 2019 
Learning objective: Understand what kind of institutional support is needed within existing organizations 
and what kind of new institutional frameworks need to be put in place for movements to be born and grow 
so that participants can apply a “movement mindset” to their work. 
 

Unit 7 - Creating an Action Plan 
October 21, 2019 
Learning objective: Create an action plan that puts your movement mindset into action within your work. 
Understand the unique capacity your organization can add to the ecosystem of movement support. Set 
specific objectives for your movement support initiative. 
 

Unit 8 – Creating an Action Plan, Part 2 
October 28, 2019 
Learning objective: Incorporate coach and group feedback on your movement support initiative in order to 
best incorporate the plan after the course. 
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